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For the building energy consumption models with complex scale sensitivity, it is difficult to achieve ideal prediction effect with
single-granularity prediction model. Therefore, this paper proposed a multigranularity MgHa-LSTM model based on
convolutional recurrent neural network, including a multigranularity feature extraction module and a long-term dependency
capture module. Multigranularity feature extraction included granularity segmentation, feedback mechanism, and parallel
convolutional modules, which can capture short-term scale sensitivity dependencies. Long-term dependency capture consists of
a hybrid attention mechanism and long-short term memory layers, which are able to capture long-term dependencies. For
building energy consumption patterns with different scale sensitivity, MgHa-LSTM, MLP, CNN, LSTM, and MsC-LSTM
models were constructed on the IHEPC building energy consumption dataset used in this paper for comparative experiments.
The experimental results showed that on the IHEPC dataset, the MSE of the building energy consumption prediction model is
0.2821 based on the MgHa-LSTM model proposed in this paper, which is equivalent to 93.72% of the MsC-LSTM model with
the smallest MSE among other deep learning prediction models. Compared with other deep learning prediction models, the
prediction results of the MgHa-LSTM building energy consumption prediction model are more accurate.

1. Introduction

In the face of carbon emissions and climate issues, the 2021
National Two Sessions clearly pointed out the importance
and significance of “emission peak and carbon neutrality,”
which was written into the government work report for the
first time and listed as one of the key tasks in 2021. Emission
peak and carbon neutrality is an extensive, complex, and far-
reaching economic and social systematic change [1]. The
“14th Five-Year Plan” pointed out that the country needs
to accelerate the development of “green and low-carbon,”
of which green buildings are one of the green and low-
carbon plans. The development of green buildings and
energy conservation is an important part [2].

Reports on building energy consumption at home and
abroad showed that building energy consumption occupied
a high proportion of the total energy consumption of various
countries. In China, the energy consumption of buildings

was 947 million tons of standard coal equivalent in 2017,
accounting for 21.11% of the total energy consumption in
China. According to a report by the Building Energy Conser-
vation Research Center of Tsinghua University, the energy
consumption of buildings was 1 billion tons of standard coal
equivalent, which accounted for about 22% of the total energy
consumption in China. Abroad, developed countries grew by
an average of 1.7% in 2019, but carbon emissions related to
energy consumption fell by 3.2%. Among them, electricity-
related industries made great contributions to energy conser-
vation and emission reduction, accounting for 36% of the total
carbon emissions. As can be seen from the above data, build-
ing energy consumption accounted for a relatively large
proportion and had the potential of energy conservation and
emission reduction. Existing research has made important
achievements in building energy conservation, such as build-
ing envelope, building energy consumption prediction, green
buildings, and so on [3–5].
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For the task of building energy consumption prediction,
historical energy consumption data collected by many
energy agencies, and indoor and outdoor environmental
data collected by sensors were integrated into specific data-
sets for research and learning [6]. In addition, with the
proposal of deep learning method [7] and its development
over the years, it has been proved to perform well in image
classification, target recognition, time series prediction,
natural language processing, and other tasks. With the con-
tinuous improvement of computer computing power [8]
and the enrichment of relevant data, it is a reasonable
scheme to predict building energy consumption with deep
learning algorithm [9]. At present, there are data outliers in
the building energy consumption prediction task, which have
an impact on the prediction performance. Deep learning [10]
models rarely consider feature representations with different
scale sensitivities, making model performance stagnant.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

(1) In the MgHa-LSTM (Multigranularity Hybrid
Attention LSTM) model, granularity segmentation
and feedback mechanism were proposed, and paral-
lel convolutional layers were used to propose short-
term features for building energy consumption to
capture the short-term scale sensitivity of building
energy consumption

(2) The MgHa-LSTM model used hybrid attention
mechanism to integrate deep feature maps with
different granularities and used recurrent layer to
capture the long-term temporal correlation of build-
ing energy consumption

(3) Based on the above two points, the MgHa-LSTM
model was proposed, which can achieve better
prediction performance compared with other
models on IHEPC dataset

2. Related Work

Existing machine learning methods are prone to overfitting
when the correlation of input variables is complex or the
amount of data increases.

Deep learning has been actively researched in various
application fields with good results. Deep learning has been
involved in many hot research fields. In speech recognition
[11] and natural language processing [12], recurrent neural
networks [13] perform well. In image recognition, convolu-
tional neural networks are superior to conventional methods
[14]. Among them, the main training of the convolutional
neural networks is to learn the weights of the convolution
kernels on the feature maps of each layer and extract abstract
visual features, such as points, lines, and surfaces, from the
input data. The relationship between pixels in the image
can be learned through the weights of the convolution
kernels. During training, recurrent neural networks store
long-term information in memory for proper processing,
representation, and storage. The hidden long-term informa-
tion is updated as the number of iterations increases to
ensure that the hidden long-term information is persistent.

Fumo and Rafe Biswas conducted multiple linear regres-
sion analysis and quadratic regression analysis on hourly
data of a research institution, explored the improvement of
outdoor temperature and solar radiation on the performance
of multilayer perceptron model, and confirmed that the
temporal resolution of historical data would have an impact
on the performance of prediction model [15]. Amber et al.
constructed a multiple regression model and genetic pro-
gramming model for daily electricity consumption of the
administration building of the South Bank residential area
of London South Bank University, and both models used
independent variables of environmental temperature, solar
radiation, relative humidity, and wind speed [16]. Chen
et al. proposed a prediction model based on the ResNet
network and improved the ResNet network to cope with
the nonlinear changes in building energy consumption.
Validation on three datasets confirmed the effectiveness of
the model, but the computational burden was heavy [17].
Wu et al. fused the features of multimodal data as a rich
information source for reliable analysis [18]. Muralitharan
et al. proposed a neural network-based genetic algorithm
(NNGA) and a neural network-based particle swarm opti-
mization (NNPSO) algorithm, in which NNGA had a better
performance better in short-term building energy consump-
tion prediction, while the NNPSO algorithm was more suit-
able for long-term building energy consumption prediction.
Through verification on the real-time data provided by
Pecan Street Inc., the performance of NNGA was superior
to other comparison models such as CNN model [19]. Li
et al. constructed building energy consumption prediction
models with stacked autoencoders and extreme learning
machines, using the former to extract input variable features
and the latter to predict energy consumption. The best per-
formance was obtained compared to some popular machine
learning methods [20]. Khan et al. conducted a new predic-
tion framework based on CNN and LSTM. The framework
utilizes a unique CNN model to extract multitime scale
features that incorporate short, medium, and long depen-
dencies in time-series data. From the experiment results,
the proposed framework achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in comparison to other existing methods [21]. Kim
and Cho constructed a CNN-LSTM neural network combin-
ing convolutional and recurrent modules to predict residen-
tial energy consumption. Convolutional modules were used
to obtain correlations between multiple variables, while
recurrent modules were used to obtain temporal correlations
[22]. Massaoudi et al. proposed a hybrid convolutional
neural network-bidirectional short and long term memory
network model (SG-CBiLSTM) based on Evolution Strategy
(ES) and Savitzky-Golay (SG) filters. The SG filter was used
to smooth the energy consumption data to improve the
learning ability of the model, and the ES was used to
optimize the structure of the SG-CBILSTMmodel. Validated
on the ISO New England dataset, the performance of this
model was significantly improved over the original
CBiLSTM model and also showed higher performance than
other models [23]. Chen et al. proposed a multistep predic-
tion model of BiGRU neural network based on attention
mechanism to solve the long-term prediction problem [24].
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Sehovac et al. proposed a novel energy consumption predic-
tion method based on sample generation and sequence-to-
sequence (Seq2Seq) deep learning algorithm, which
employed recurrent neural networks to capture temporal
correlations. Experiments showed that the proposed model
(GRU-Seq2Seq) outperformed LSTM-Seq2Seq, RNN-Seq2-
Seq, and other neural network models [25]. Son and Kim
constructed an LSTM model to predict the electricity con-
sumption of a house in South Korea from 1991 to 2012
and introduced social characteristics such as electricity price
and population into the prediction model to improve the
prediction ability of the model [26]. Fan et al. constructed
a transfer learning building energy consumption prediction
model and validated it on a dataset of 507 nonresidential
buildings, randomly selecting 407 buildings as the source
domain and 100 buildings as the target domain. Compared
with the prediction model without transfer learning, its root
mean square error is reduced by 34% [27].

Our proposed framework is different from the above-
mentioned networks in the following ways.

(1) Most of the existing building energy consumption
prediction methods are based on CNN methods,
but our model adopts LSTM-based methods. We
innovatively proposed granularity segmentation
and feedback mechanism in the model to capture
the short-term scale sensitivity of building energy
consumption. Our model solved the problem of
different scales such as the frequency of use and
different durations of different electrical appliances
in the building energy consumption data

(2) Our model used hybrid attention mechanism to inte-
grate deep feature maps with different granularities
and used recurrent layer to capture the long-term tem-
poral correlation of building energy consumption

3. Methodology

The MgHa-LSTM model consists of a multigranularity
feature extraction module and a long-term capture module.
From the perspective of the system, this model takes the
historical energy consumption data as input by intercepting
the time window. First, divides the data to generate multiple
batches of data of different granularity, sends the multigra-
nularity feature extraction module to extract composite
features, captures different short-term scale sensitivity
dependencies, generates a deep feature map and sends it to
the recurrent network layer through the attention mecha-
nism to obtain long-term time correlation dependence, and
finally, predicts the energy consumption value through the
fully connected layer. As shown in Figure 1, it shows com-
plete workflow of the framework.

3.1. Short-Term Scale Sensitivity Capture of Building Energy
Consumption. This section mainly introduced the structure
of short-term sensitivity capture in the proposed MgHa-
LSTM model, including granularity segmentation, feedback
mechanism, and parallel feature extraction.

The core of the multigranular feature extraction
module is the parallel convolutional module. The module
contains two convolutional layers, two batch normalization
layers, two pooling layers, and two activation functions.
The input is the fusion feature map, and the output is
the deep feature map corresponding to different granular-
ities of the current iteration.

When a building consumes energy, various appliances
turn on and off at different times, and are used at different
times and for different hours each day. But, there is a certain
pattern of electricity consumption, that is, a combination of
multiple scale sensitivities. A single convolution structure
can extract short-term time and feature correlation by a
single convolution kernel. Therefore, with the use of parallel
convolutional structures and multigranularity data, repre-
sentations of different scale sensitivity can be obtained with
similar structures.

The short-term sensitivity capture procedure chart was
shown in Figure 2. The model received raw input data.
For this model, it did not use all historical energy consump-
tion data. On the one hand, the length of historical energy
consumption data in different periods was different, which
would bring difficulties to training. On the other hand,
since not all historical energy consumption data were
meaningful, there was a lot of redundant information.
Therefore, a sliding window was used to predict the data.
The model divided the raw data in the window to generate
multiple batches of data with different granularities, and
then sent the data to a parallel convolution module for deep
feature extraction, and then to subsequent structures for
long-term correlation capture.

3.1.1. Granularity Segmentation. In terms of building energy
consumption, the energy consumption generated in the cur-
rent period is equal to the sum of the energy consumption
generated by all electrical appliances in the current period.
However, various appliances have different time scale sensi-
tivity depending on the duration, frequency, and mode of
use. Therefore, feature extraction with a single scale would
lead to ignoring other potential energy modes. The fine-
grained scale would help to focus more on the details of
energy consumption in a short period of time, while ignor-
ing the trend of energy consumption over a long period of
time. The coarse-grained scale would focus on energy con-
sumption trends over a longer period of time, while ignoring
energy consumption details over a shorter period of time.
This paper proposed granularity segmentation of raw build-
ing energy consumption data, and multiple batches of data
with different granularities were generated into the parallel
feature extraction module, which could learn feature repre-
sentations with multiple temporal resolutions.

The input data was historical energy consumption data
within a fixed long-term window, which was first standard-
ized and then went through the granularity segmentation.
Since model training, validation, and testing were all super-
vised learning, each set of inputs should have a correspond-
ing output. At each iteration of the process, the model went
through a set of inputs and a set of outputs. Granularity
segmentation was performed on the input data, whose batch
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number can be used as one of the hyperparameters of the
model. The value of the hyperparameter used in this paper
is 3, so the introduction was based on the hyperparameter 3.

For each iteration, the input data took 64 as the window
length to segment the historical data, so as to obtain the
energy consumption feature vector of the latest 64 moments,
denoted asX = ½Xt , Xt−1,⋯, Xt−63�, where Xt−i represents the
feature vector at time t − i, and t represents the current time.
Since the granularity division batch hyperparameter was set
to 3, the three batches of data has been named Xcoarse, Xmiddle
, and Xfine, corresponding to coarse-grained, middle-grained,
and fine-grained, respectively.

The input data for a coarse-grained batch was defined as
Xcoarse averaged the feature vectors of X = ½Xt , Xt−1,⋯,
Xt−63� every 4 moments, namely Xcoarse = ½ave1 ⋯ , ave16�.
In the formula, ave represents the mean, ave1 = aveðXt ,
Xt−1, Xt−2, Xt−3Þ, and so on.

The input data for a middle-grained batch was defined
as Xmiddle down sampled or averaged the feature vectors of
X = ½Xt , Xt−1,⋯, Xt−31� every 2 moments, namely Xcoarse
= ½ave1 ⋯ , ave16�, where ave1 = aveðXt , Xt−1Þand so on.

The fine-grained input is defined as Xfine = ½Xt , Xt−1,⋯,
Xt−16�.

Here, Xcoarse and Xmiddle are the data after averaging the
original data. Xcoarse contains the shallow features at 64
moments, Xmiddle contains the shallow features at 32
moments, and Xfine = ½Xt , Xt−1,⋯, Xt−16� contains the origi-
nal features at 16 moments. Xcoarse, Xmiddle, and Xfine are all
16 moments in length.

That is, when obtaining fixed-length historical energy
consumption data of 1 hour, 2 hours, and 4 hours, the 1-
hour granularity requires only 16 hours of data, the 2-hour
granularity requires 32-hour data, and the 4-hour granular-
ity requires 64-hour data. 64-hour of data may seem big, but
it is still small for the entire dataset.

3.1.2. Feedback Mechanism. The feedback mechanism was
to feedback the deep feature map extracted in the previous
iteration in the training process to the input features in the
next iteration, and then fused the two features in a certain
way. After that, the composite features were extracted
through the deep feature extraction module of the current
iteration, and then the deep feature map was fed back to
the next iteration, and so on. The feedback mechanism is
shown in Figure 3.

3.1.3. Upsampling of Deep Features. In each iteration of the
model training in this paper, since the deep feature extrac-
tion module contained the pooling layer, the obtained deep
feature images were feature images of small size. Before the
shallow features were fed back to the next iteration process
and feature fusion was performed, the size of the deep fea-
ture maps in the current iteration and the shallow feature
maps in the next iteration should be equal. Therefore, an
upsampling operation on the depth feature map was
required in the current iteration. Because in the convolution
operation of the convolution layer, the setting of the padding
hyperparameter would correspond to the size of the

Input

Coarse–2D
convolution layer

Middle–2D
convolution layer

Fine–2D
convolution layer

Feature vector 1–Layer LSTM

Output

Fully connected
layers

CNN

Figure 1: Pipeline of MgHa-LSTM-framework.

Historical building energy consumption data

Data granularity segmentation

Deep features extraction

Long term temporal correlation capture

Figure 2: Short-term scale sensitivity capture procedure chart.
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convolution kernel. For example, if the size of the convolu-
tion kernel is 3 × 3, the padding is 1; if it is 5 × 5, the padding
is 2. Therefore, there was an integer multiple relationships
between the length and width of the deep feature map and
the shallow input features. The upsampling operation was
shown in the following:.

XT
middle

�� ��
4l×4f = UpSampling XT−1

course
�� ��

l×f

� �
: ð1Þ

Among them, T − 1 represents the moment of the last
iteration, l represents the length of the feature map in the
time direction, and f is the width of the feature map in the
variable direction. Since two pooling layers are used in the
deep feature convolution module in the model used in this
paper, it is necessary to enlarge the length and width of the
deep feature map by 4 times. Upsampling is performed by
the nearest neighbor interpolation.

3.1.4. Fusion of Deep Feature Maps and Shallow Feature
Maps. The coarse-grained deep feature image from the pre-
vious iteration is fused with the fine-grained shallow feature
image from the current iteration to extract composite fea-
tures, which is done once between two similar granularities.
The operation is shown in the following:

XT = S Xgrained, XT−1
À Á

: ð2Þ

Among them, Xgrained ∈ ðXmiddle, XfineÞ and XT represent
the fusion feature map, XT−1 represents the coarse-grained
deep feature map that is upsampled in the previous iteration,
and Sð:Þ represents the fusion method, which has three oper-
ation schemes: stack, concat, and attention. The operation
can be seen in the following:

S Xgrained, XT−1
À Á

= Stack Xgrained, XT−1
À Á

, ð3Þ

S Xgrained, XT−1
À Á

= Concat Xgrained, XT−1
À Á

, ð4Þ

S Xgrained, XT−1
À Á

= Attention Xgrained, XT−1
À Á

: ð5Þ
Stack operation is to concatenate deep feature map and

shallow feature map in channel dimension. Concat opera-
tion is to concatenate deep feature map and shallow feature
map in feature dimension. Attention operation is the fusion
of deep feature maps and shallow feature maps by using
attention mechanism.

3.1.5. Multigranularity Feature Extraction. The core of the
multigranularity feature extraction module is the parallel
convolution module, which contains two convolutional
layers, two batch normalization layers, two pooling layers,
and two activation functions. The input is the fusion feature
map, and the output is the depth feature map corresponding
to different granularities of the current iteration.

Convolutional layers can extract local features with a
small number of weights. In the building energy consump-
tion data, the input is a feature map with the number of
channels as 1, the length as the time window length, and
the width as the feature vector length. In other building
energy consumption prediction studies, 2D convolutions
are used to extract deep features. However, although the
two-dimensional convolution is meaningful in the time
dimension, the convolution in the feature dimension is not
meaningful. Therefore, one-dimensional convolution can
be used to extract features in the feature vector direction
and time direction, respectively. The convolution operation
is shown in the following:

Y m, n½ � =〠
j

〠
k

c j, k½ � × f m − j, n − k½ �: ð6Þ

Among them, c½j, k� represents the weight matrix of the
convolution kernel, j and krepresent the length and width

Coarse

Fine

Input
Fusion
Upsample

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the feedback mechanism.
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of the convolution kernel, f represents the input feature
map, and Y represents the output feature map.

The main goal of the pooling layer is to reduce unneces-
sary parameters and calculations while retaining the main
data features, prevent overfitting to a certain extent, and
improve the generalization ability of the model. The pooling
operation is shown in the following:

Y1/2m,1/2n =max f m,n
À Á

, ð7Þ

Y1/2m,1/2n = average f m,n
À Á

: ð8Þ

Among them, f represents the input feature map, Y
represents the output feature map, max ð:Þ represents the
max-pooling operation, and averageð:Þ represents the aver-
age pooling operation. In this model, the pooling layer is
size = 2 and stride = 1, so the length and width of Y and f
have a 2-fold relationship, respectively.

The main function of the batch normalization (BN) layer
is to avoid the gradient vanishing or explosion caused by the
large difference in the weight data of the intermediate layer
during model training. The BN layer can adjust the distribu-
tion of weight data in the middle layer.

Activation function can introduce nonlinearity into
model predictions. The activation function used in this
model is ReLU function, which can be described by
f ðxÞ =max ð0, xÞ.
3.2. Long-Term Temporal Correlation Capture of Building
Energy Consumption. This section mainly introduces the
structure of long-term temporal correlation capture in the
proposed MgHa-LSTM model, including the hybrid atten-
tion mechanism and recurrent layers.

In the process of building energy consumption, there is
not only sensitivity information at different scales, but also
obvious periodicity in units of days, weeks, months, and
seasons. Parallel convolutional layers cannot extract such
long-term information due to their limited receptive fields.
Therefore, the model also needs to capture long-term tem-
poral correlation features.

The long-term correlation capture process is shown in
Figure 4. The parallel convolutional layers used in short-
term scale sensitivity capture need to fuse multiple features
when extracting parallel multigranularity features. The
hybrid attention mechanism is used here to send the fused
feature map into the long-short term memory layer, and
finally, a prediction value is output through the fully con-
nected layer as the energy consumption prediction value of
this iteration.

3.2.1. Hybrid Attention Mechanism. Feature fusion is
required for parallel feature images input to the Ha-LSTM
module. Due to the two feature fusion methods of concat
and stack, both the parameters of the intermediate layer
and the calculation amount will increase a lot. Therefore,
this paper used the attention mechanism for feature fusion
to reduce unnecessary parameters and learn the relationship
between features and results earlier.

The deep feature map corresponding to each particle size
is denoted as Xgrained ∈ ðXcoarse, Xmiddle, XfineÞ. Firstly, the
deep feature maps are converted into one-dimensional
vectors and denoted as Vgrained ∈ ðVcoarse, Vmiddle, V fineÞ,
and the attentionweight of each particle size featuremap is cal-
culated with a two-layer feed-forward neural network. Then,
the weighted average is obtained as the fused feature map.

~αm = tanh Wm2 ⋅ tanh Wm1 ⋅ Vgrained + bm1
À Á

+ bm2
À Á

: ð9Þ

The definition of the two-layer feed-forward network is
shown in Equation (9), where Wm1 and Wm2 are the weights
of the first-layer and the second-layer feed-forward network,
respectively, and bm1 and bm2 are the bias terms of the first-
layer and the second-layer feed-forward network, respectively,
and Vgrained is the vector of the input feature map transforma-
tion, which uses the tanh function.

~α = softmax ~αmð Þ: ð10Þ

The schematic diagramof hybrid attention feature fusion is
shown in Figure 5. The calculation definition of the attention
weight is shown in Equation (10), where ~αm represents the out-
put of featuremapswith different granularities in the two-layer
feed-forward network, and ~αrepresents the attention weight
vector. The advantage of using the softmax function here is that
the sum of the attention weights corresponding to each feature
map is 1.Numerically speaking, the fused featuremapswill not
have very large numbers.

vfused = 〠
Vgrained∈ Vcoarse,Vmiddle,V finef g

~αmvgrained: ð11Þ

The feature fusion is performed by the attention mecha-
nism, and the subsequent featuremap is expressed as Equation
(11), where vfused represents the fused feature map, ~αm

Historical building energy consumption data

Data granularity segmentation

Deep features extraction

Long time temporal correlation capture

Figure 4: Long time temporal correlation capture procedure chart.
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represents the attention weight, and vgrained represents the one-
dimensional vector transformed by the input feature map. The
fused feature map is the sum of the one-dimensional vectors of
different granularity feature maps multiplied by the attention.

3.2.2. Long-Short Term Memory Layer. Long-short term
memory (LSTM) network is the most widely used in the
recurrent neural network (RNN) system. The LSTM model
and the GRU model are currently popular extensions and
improvements based on the RNN model [28–30].

Because of its unique gate, input gate, forgetting gate,
and output gate, LSTM can theoretically solve the vanishing
and explosion prone to occur in gradient calculation during
the back-propagation of the RNN model to a certain extent
and can “memorize” the long-term training-time informa-
tion. The structure of the LSTM model is shown in
Figure 6. The direction of the arrow indicates the direction
of the data flow.

The first forgetting gate decides to remove unnecessary
information according to the information passed in at the
last moment, which can be expressed as

f t = σ Wf × xt +Uf × ht−1 + bf
À Á

: ð12Þ

In Formula (4), f t represents the forgetting threshold at
moment t, σð:Þ represents the sigmoid activation function,
WfU f represents the weight, bf represents the bias, xt repre-
sents the input value, andht−1 represents the output value of
the hidden layer at moment t − 1.

The second input gate determines which information
should be stored in the cell based on the current input data
and can be expressed as

it = σ Wi × xt +Ui × ht−1 + bið Þ, ð13Þ

Ct = σ Wc × xt +Uc × ht−1 + bcð Þ, ð14Þ

Ct = f t × Ct−1 + it × Ct: ð15Þ
Among them, it represents the input threshold at time t,

bi and bc represent the bias term, Wi, Ui, and Wc represent
the weight, Ct represents the internal state of the cell at time
t, and Ct−1 represents the internal state of the cell at time
t − 1, which is transferred from the previous time to the
current time.

The third output gate determines the output value of
the cell at the current moment, which can be expressed
by the following:

Ot = σ Wo × xt +Uo × ht−1 + boð Þ, ð16Þ

ht =Ot × tanh Ctð Þ: ð17Þ
Among them, Ot represents the output threshold at

time t, bo is the bias term, Wo and Uo is the weight, ht
is the output value of the cell at time t, which will also
be passed to the next time, and tanh ð:Þ represents the
tanh activation function. After the data passes through
the three gates, the output is valid information, and the
invalid information is forgotten.

3.2.3. Fully Connected Layer. In the fully connected layer, the
predicted value is calculated by inputting the feature vector
output by the LSTM layer, which is used as the predicted
energy consumption value of this iteration, and the network
weights are adjusted by back-propagation of the loss value
calculated by the loss function.

ypred =Wm ⋅ vlstm + bm: ð18Þ

The predicted value of building energy consumption is
defined as Equation (18), where ypred represents the pre-
dicted value of building energy consumption of the model,
Wm and bm represent the weights and bias terms of the fully
connected layer, and vlstm represents the output feature

Output

Fine

Middle

Coarse

Pool
Fusion

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of hybrid attention feature fusion.
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vector of the LSTM layer. Dropout method is used for fully
connected layers. During training, the connections between
the weights and outputs of the intermediate layers are
disconnected with a fixed probability.

3.3. Building Energy Consumption Prediction Model Based
on MgHa-LSTM. The overall structure of the MgHa-LSTM
model is shown in Figure 7.

From the feed-forward direction, the input is the historical
data of building energy consumption. First, the granularity is
segmented into groups. All but the coarsest-grained data are
fused with upsampled feature maps from the coarse-grained
deep feature maps from the previous iteration. The fusion
features are input into a parallel convolution module, which
consists of two sets of convolutional layers—batch normali-
zation layer and activation function pooling layer. On the
one hand, the feature map output by the pooling layer of
the last layer is used for upsampling, and then passed to
the fine-grained input features of the next iteration for com-
posite feature fusion, and on the other hand, feature fusion is
performed through a hybrid attention mechanism. The
generated feature map is sent to the long- and short-term
memory layer to capture the long-term dependence of build-
ing energy consumption, and the feature vector is output to
the fully connected layer, and finally, a predicted value of
building energy consumption is output. In the feedback
direction, the predicted building energy consumption value
and the real building energy consumption value calculate
the MSE loss value, and then adjust the weights in the
network through back-propagation.

4. Experiments

4.1. Selection of Datasets. This paper used the IHEPC data-
set provided by Hebrail and Berard in the UCI Machine
Learning Repository, which is widely used in the develop-
ment of building energy consumption prediction models.

The dataset contains a total of 2,075,259 records from a
house in Sceaux, France from December 2006 to Novem-
ber 2010, of which 25,979 missing records were retrieved
during the data processing phase on April 28, 2017.
Table 1 shows some feature information of the dataset,
with a total of 8 features, namely: timestamp, global active
power, global reactive power, voltage, global current, and
useful energy consumption of three residential areas. The
above features are the feature data carried by the dataset
itself, which are all internal features of the building with-
out involving external features, such as dew point temper-
ature, humidity, wind speed, wind direction, air pressure,
and other weather factors.

In the IHEPC dataset, the data collection interval was
1 minute. The sampling granularity is very fine compared
to other energy consumption datasets. The prediction
granularity of building energy consumption prediction
task is usually 1 hour. Therefore, in this paper, 60 records
per hour are aggregated into one record in a mean way
for prediction. A total of 34,524 records were collected,
and for model training predictions, 34,524 records were
divided into training, validation, and test sets in a
6 : 2 : 2 ratio.

The dataset is the feature vector Xt constructed at time t,
and the feature vector of the input model is X = ½Xt , Xt−1,
⋯, Xt−n�, which contains n + 1 records, each record has 8
features. X is a two-dimensional matrix. The prediction
target is xglobal active power at the next moment. Since the
sampling interval in the dataset is constant and there is for-
mula W = P × t, the predicted power indirectly predicts the
energy consumption.

Figure 8 shows the power curve of the first 1000 hours after
the IHEPC dataset is aggregated at a granularity of 1 hour. It
can be seen that the power curve has a certain periodicity.

Figure 9 shows the power curve of the first 1000 hours
after Global_intensity in the IHEPC dataset is aggregated
with a granularity of 1 hour.
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Figure 6: LSTM modular construction.
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4.2. Results and Analysis

4.2.1. Evaluation Indicators. Building energy consumption
prediction task is a regression task based on time series,
which often uses evaluation indexes such as mean square
error, root mean square error, and mean absolute error.
The following are the performance indicators used in this
article in turn.

The first indicator is Mean Square Error (MSE)[31],
which is used to calculate the average of the squared errors
between the true and predicted values. It is an absolute indi-
cator commonly used in logistic regression tasks. The calcu-
lation formula is shown in formula (19), where N represents
the length of the prediction sequence.

MSE = 1
N

〠
N−1

i=0
yreal − ypred

� �2
: ð19Þ

The second indicator is Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
[32], which is used to calculate the average of the square root
of the error between the true and predicted values. It is an
absolute indicator that is often used in logistic regression tasks.
The calculation formula is shown in Formula (20), where N
represents the length of the prediction sequence.

RMSE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

〠
N−1

i=0
yreal − ypred

� �2

vuut : ð20Þ

The third indicator is Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [33],
which is used to calculate the average of the absolute errors
between the true and predicted values. In contrast to MSE,
MAE does not calculate the squared error between actual
and predicted values. Therefore, MAE is a relatively less sensi-
tive metric to error and an absolute metric that is often used in
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Figure 7: MgHa-LSTM model structure diagram.

Table 1: Feature description of IHEPC dataset.

Field name Significance Unit

Time Timestamp —

Global_active_power Total active power consumed by the household KW

Global_reactive_power Total reactive power consumed by the household KW

Voltage Average voltage V

Global_intensity Average current intensity A

Sub_metering_1 Useful electricity in the kitchen KW·H
Sub_metering_2 Useful electricity for laundry room KW·H
Sub_metering_3 Useful electric energy of room including water heater and air conditioner KW·H
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Figure 9: Dataset power curve graph of Global_intensity aggregation for 1 hour.
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logistic regression tasks. The definition is shown in Formula
(21), where N represents the length of the predicted sequence,
yreal represents the actual value of energy consumption, and
ypred represents the predicted value of energy consumption.

MAE = 1
N

〠
N−1

i=0
yreal − ypred
���

���: ð21Þ

4.2.2. Parameters for Dividing the Number of Granularities as
well as Parallel Convolutional Layers.When using the IHEPC
dataset prediction, the convolutional hyperparameter evalua-
tion of the MgHa-LSTMmodel is performed. This paper eval-
uates the number of parallel convolutional layers and the
influence of the size of convolution kernels on the predictive
performance of building energy consumption. In the evalua-
tion process, the control variable method should be used, that
is, when exploring one hyperparameter, the values of the other
hyperparameters are not changed. Among them, when the
number of parallel convolutional layers is 1, it is a single-
grained model, so this section can also be used as a perfor-
mance comparison between multigranularity models and
single-grained models. The experimental results are shown
in Tables 2 and 3, when the particle size number is 3 and the
convolution kernel is 5 ∗ 5, the performance of building
energy consumption prediction is the best, so these parame-
ters are selected as the default parameters of the parallel
convolutional layer in subsequent experiments.

4.2.3. The Feature Fusion Method and the Parameters of the
Loop Layer. When using the IHEPC dataset prediction, the
MgHa-LSTM model is evaluated for the fusion of deep fea-
tures and shallow features in two successive iterations and
the cyclic layer hyperparameter evaluation. This paper eval-
uates the fusion mode of deep features and shallow features
in two consecutive iterations, and the influence of the num-
ber of layers of the loop layer on the prediction performance.
In the evaluation process, the control variable method
should be used, that is, when exploring one hyperparameter,
the values of the other hyperparameters are not changed.
Among them, feature fusion methods include attention
mechanism, stitching, and stacking. The experimental
results are shown in Tables 4 and 5, and the experimental
results show that when the feature fusion method of the
feedback mechanism adopts the stacking and circulation
layer number selection 1; the performance of building
energy consumption prediction is the best, so these parame-
ters are selected as the default parameters in subsequent
experiments. Since only two layers of features are fused
between the shallow feature map and the deep feature
map, the attention mechanism may increase the calculation
too much and do not perform well. However, with the
increase of the number of cyclic layers in the MgHa-LSTM
model, there will be obvious overfitting phenomenon, result-
ing in a decrease in performance.

4.2.4. Comparative Experiment. This section mainly com-
pared the prediction performance of the MgHa-LSTM

model and other building energy consumption prediction
models on the IHEPC dataset.

In this experiment, MLP, CNN, LSTM, Multiscale
LSTM, and CNN are constructed to compare building
energy consumption prediction models. The simulation
experiments are carried out in combination with the
MGHA-LSTMmodel proposed in this paper. The prediction
curve results on the IHEPC dataset are shown in Figure 10,
and the prediction performance is shown in Table 6.

As shown in Figure 10, the IHEPC dataset is more
complex. It can be seen that when predicting high energy
consumption, the predicted value of MGHA-LSTM model
is closer to the real value, while when predicting low energy
consumption, the predicted value of MGHA-LSTM model
cannot accurately predict the real value, but it is still the
model that is closer to the real value in many models.

Overall, the MGHA-LSTMmodel proposed in this paper
has a good fitting effect on the real value of building energy
consumption. It is shown that in the MgHa-LSTM model,
the multigranularity capture for short-term scale sensitivity
and the recurrent layer capture for long-term correlation
dependence are more effective for building energy consump-
tion prediction and obtain good prediction representations.
As can be seen from Table 6, on the IHEPC dataset, the
MSE value of the MgHa-LSTM model proposed in this
paper is 0.2821. Compared with the currently popular
MsC-LSTM model, the MSE error is smaller, which is
93.72% of the MsC-LSTM model. The RMSE and MAE of
the MgHa-LSTM model are also lower than other models,
indicating that the prediction performance of the MgHa-
LSTM model is better than other models.

Table 3: The size of the convolution kernel in the parallel
convolutional layer.

Convolution kernel 3 5 7

MSE 0.2903 0.2813 0.2887

Table 4: Feedback mechanism feature fusion method.

Feature fusion mode Concat Stack Attention

MSE 0.3015 0.2813 0.3183

Table 5: The number of layers of long-term memory module
cycles.

Loop layer 1 2 3

MSE 0.2813 0.3256 0.4815

Table 2: Number of parallels in parallel convolutional layers.

Parallel convolutional
layers

1 2 3 4 5

MSE 0.3105 0.2980 0.2813 0.2897 0.3238
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5. Conclusions

The MgHa-LSTM model proposed in this paper can be
divided into two parts, namely a short-term sensitivity cap-
ture module and a long-term correlation capture module.
The short-term scale sensitivity capture module proposed
granularity segmentation and feedback mechanism and
adopts a parallel convolution module. The long-term corre-
lation capture module adopted a hybrid attention mecha-
nism and long-short term memory layers. Based on the
above improvements, the mean square error of the MgHa-
LSTM building energy consumption prediction model is
0.2821, which is 93.72% of the MsC-LSTM model with the
smallest mean square error among other deep learning pre-
diction models. Compared with other deep learning predic-
tion models, the multigranularity MgHa-LSTM model based
on convolutional recurrent neural network has more
accurate prediction results. However, with our proposed
MgHa-LSTM model, we achieved significant performance
gains. However, the accuracy is still low. In our future work,
we intend to integrate digital twin technology to collect
multifaceted data for data entry to further improve the

performance. We believe that the proposed framework can
be easily used for other time series forecasting applica-
tions. For example, mechanical failure prediction, electric-
ity consumption, sales forecast, stock market forecast, and
disease forecast.
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